The factor V Glu1608Lys mutation is recurrent in familial thrombophilia.
Co-inheritance of heterozygous factor V deficiency with FV Leiden enhances the activated protein C resistance (APCR) associated with this mutation, resulting in pseudo-homozygous APCR. The role of FV deficiency in modulating thrombotic risk in this rare condition is poorly understood. We have identified in thrombophilic patients with FV deficiency a novel FV gene mutation (c. 4996G>A), predicting the Glu1608Lys substitution in the A3 domain. The heterozygous mutation was detected in three unrelated patients, two carriers of the FV Leiden mutation, and one of the FVHR2 haplotype. The Glu1608Lys change was also present in two subjects with mild FV deficiency, and absent in 200 controls. The FV1608Lys carriers showed reduced mean FV activity (42% +/- 12%) and antigen (53% +/- 18%) levels and, in Western blot analysis, reduced amounts of intact platelet FV. The restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) study identified two haplotypes underlying the mutation, which suggests that it is recurrent. In heterozygous subjects the amount of FV1608Lys mRNA in white blood cells was similar to that produced by the counterpart alleles (FVWt or FVHR2). Recombinant FV1608Lys (rFV1608Lys), detected by Western blot in the conditioned medium, was indistinguishable from rFVWt and FV antigen and activity were found to be respectively 44% +/- 20% and 13% +/- 4% of rFVWt. Our data indicate that FVGlu1608Lys predicts a CRM (plasma)/CRMred (cell culture) FV deficiency, and may contribute to thrombophilia in carriers of FV Leiden and FVHR2 haplotype via a pseudo-homozygosity mechanism. Our findings help to define the molecular bases of FV deficiency and thrombophilia.